Much literature on image registration 1-3 has worked with purely geometric image deformation models. For such models, interpolation/resampling operations are often the computationally intensive steps when iteratively minimizing the deformation cost function. This article discusses some techniques for efficiently implementing and accelerating these operations. To simplify presentation, we discuss our ideas in the context of 2D imaging. However, the concepts readily generalize to 3D. Our central technique is a 
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
where u ∈ R M ×N is an array of grid values u mn , and f : R → R and g : R → R are continuous, locally supported interpolating functions, all of which are known. We restrict attention to a parametric family W(α)u of deformation operations
Here α X , α Y , and α = (α X , α Y ) are vectors of deformation parameters and, given the x-direction deformation basis functions b
Thus, deforming and sampling the continuous image u is equivalent to applying a linear transformation W fg (α)u : R M ×N → R J to the discrete parameter array u. The form of W fg (α), however, depends non-linearly on α. We shall call operators of this form discrete warping operators.
Sampling at all (x j , y j ) in (1.3) and (1.4) also leads to the quantities (1.10)
Here h is an interpolator, Θ is a feasible set of deformations, and ψ(·) : R J → R assigns a cost to the deformed image samples [W hh (α)u] j = W(α)u(x j , y j ) reflecting how well they fit some target data set. Iterative optimization procedures for solving (1.10) will require evaluating Φ and some number of its derivatives at various α. It is clear from (1.10) that it is necessary to carry out the discrete warping operation W hh (α)u when evaluating Φ. Furthermore, differentiating Φ requires additional discrete warpings associated with the derivatives of h. This is a straightforward consequence of the chain rule. For example, differentiating with respect to α X leads to,
where, D {z} denotes a the diagonal matrix whose diagonal is the vector z. Thus, we see that taking a derivative leads to an expression involving not one, but two discrete warping operations, W hh (α)u and Wḣ h (α)u. Obviously, taking higher derivatives will lead to an even greater preponderance of such operations.
The computational expense of optimization algorithms for (1.10) is therefore dictated by the time needed to manipulate B X (or B Y ), to carry out the various interpolation operations associated with W hh (α)u and its derivatives, and to evaluate the requisite derivatives of ψ(·). As we shall discuss, the manipulation of B X is typically a minor computational issue compared to the discrete warpings. These matrices usually have a small number of non-sparse elements or an otherwise favorable structure.
The computational expense of manipulating ψ(·) is problem-specific. In this article, we shall be concerned mainly with the least squares cost function
That is, ψ(z) = ||z − v|| 2 /2, where || · || denotes the standard Euclidean norm and v ∈ R J is a given vector of target image values. Techniques for minimizing (1.12) have been explored in various works. [1] [2] [3] For this problem, the form of ψ(·) and its derivatives is trivial compared to the discrete warpings. Thus, the discrete warpings are the dominant computational burden, and the acceleration techniques that we propose make a significant difference in overall CPU time. For other ψ(·), the acceleration techniques may also be helpful to some degree. spline support Figure 1 . Depiction of a typical system of deformation basis functions, both coarse and fine, and the relationship of its geometry to the grid of u. In this illustration, u is a 184 × 184 torso phantom. Irrespective of the fineness of the deformation grid, the number of non-zero entries in BC , C ∈ {X, Y } is about 450000.
In the next section, we discuss, in a bit more detail, the general considerations affecting the speed of the discrete warping operations. In Section 3, we present some techniques for accelerating the interpolation operations involved. One of these techniques, which we call state variable hold-over, applies to algorithms that alternately update α X and α Y , and is based on saving in memory certain intermediate quantities associated with whichever variable is being held fixed. The second technique is a table-lookup scheme in which u is pre-interpolated at small intervals along (at least) one axis. As we show, the pre-interpolation can be done rapidly using FFT operations. Finally, in Section 4, we test our various techniques on the registration of two simulated torso phantoms.
GENERAL COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

The Role of the Deformation Basis Matrix
It is apparent from (1.11), that differentiating the cost function Φ requires multiplication by B T X and B T Y . In addition, it is important to remember that a discrete warping W fg (α)u depends on α only through d X (α X ) and d X (α Y ) (see (1.5)), which in turn depend on α only through B X α X and B Y α Y (see (1.8) and (1.9)), respectively. It is therefore pertinent to consider the structure of B X and B Y and the computational demands that manipulating them entails.
At this time, it is convenient to define
As mentioned, the columns of B X are the samples b X k (x j , y j ) of the x-direction basis functions (and similarly for B Y ). The form of B is therefore dictated by the choice of deformation basis functions. A typical scheme by which basis functions are chosen is depicted in Figure 1 . Shifted copies of locally supported functions (typically tensor products of B-splines) are centered at the nodes of a deformation space grid, usually a coarse subset of the grid of the u mn parameters. One makes the grid finer (reducing the support of the basis functions accordingly) to span finer deformations. Since the entries of B X and B Y are derived from shifted-copies of functions, these matrices have a circulant-like structure.
When the test points
is approximately MN times the area (as measured in number of nodes) of each of the basis functions. (Note that this number is constant irrespective of the fineness of the deformation space grid). Thus, for example, when the basis functions are cubic B-splines, the number of non-zero entries of B X is about 16MN and the matrix can easily be stored in RAM. In 3D problems, the storage requirements may be prohibitive. However, because the B X and B Y matrices have a circulant-like structure, fast convolution techniques can be used to multiply with these matrices and their transposes. those of the form B T D {z} B, have a sparse, multi-banded structure as depicted in Figure 2 . Such matrices are rapidly inverted by sparse implementations of Gaussian-elimination. The advantage of this in the least squares problem will be made apparent in Section 2.3.
Manageable B matrices are also obtained when locally supported basis functions (of whatever form) are situated at only a few select locations in the image (such as when the significant deformation is known to occur in a particular region). They would be manageable simply because their size and number of non-zero entries may be comparatively small.
The Constituents of Interpolation/Sampling Operations
As mentioned, the evaluation of a discrete warping operator
and then (see (1.5)) interpolating the parameters u mn at every deformed test point
. Some of the ideas relevant to doing so are depicted in Figure 3 .
There are four principal steps to each interpolation. Firstly, one locates the region of non-trivial grid values u mn that contribute to the interpolated value [W fg (α)u] j . Because multiplicatively separable interpolation is assumed here and because f and g are locally supported interpolating functions, there will be some local rectangular region of grid values u mn near each given d j that contribute to [W fg (α)u] j . This region will be the intersection of a α X dependent strip and a α Y dependent strip as shown in Figure 3 . The width of the strip is the width of f or g, as appropriate. Henceforth, we shall call such a region an interpolation rectangle. Next, one accesses the associated grid values u mn in this region from memory. As this is done for every j, many non-contiguous memory accesses are required. Therefore, this step incurs appreciable CPU time. Thirdly, the interpolation weights applied to the different u mn is computed. Typically, this involves the repeated evaluation of non-linear or transcendental functions. Therefore, this step also incurs appreciable CPU time. Finally, the weights are applied to the u mn and summed to give [W fg (α)u] j . The computational effort in all of these steps is proportional to the number of grid points u mn in each interpolation rectangle.
The Case of the Least-Squares Problem
In this section, we look at the form of the derivatives of the least squares cost function Φ LS and see more concretely why, for this problem, discrete warpings are the computational bottleneck in derivative-based minimization methods. We assume throughout that the interpolator h is as many times differentiable as the context requires.
Any first order method (e.g., steepest descent) will rely on the gradient, which has the form
where,
Furthermore, any second order (e.g., Newton's) method will require not only the gradient, but also the Hessian, given by
We see that the expressions for the various derivatives are replete with discrete warping operations. Moreover, the only other operations of any significance are the multiplications with B and its constituents. As mentioned, this was to be expected based on the simple form of ψ(·) for the problem.
What is noteworthy beyond this, however, is that the the constituents of the Hessian B 
ACCELERATION TECHNIQUES
State Variable Hold-Over
In this section, we discuss an acceleration technique that we call state variable hold-over. The technique is applicable to algorithms that alternatingly update α X and α Y as follows: When certain variables are held fixed, quantities that are functions of the fixed variables can be held in memory and re-used each time the non-fixed variables are updated. Thus, additional, consecutive updates of the non-fixed variable are more cheaply obtained than if all quantities were freshly computed. How this concept applies to the interpolation operations presently discussed is illustrated in Figure 3 for the case where α X is the fixed variable. There, we see that, when α Y is updated, the x-coordinate of d Similarly, the x-direction interpolation weights applied to the new rectangle is the same as for the old. Hence, only the y-direction weights need to be recomputed.
Table-Lookup Elimination
In this section, we propose a table-lookup technique that eliminates the need to interpolate along at least one axis. The idea is to pre-interpolate along that axis at a small sampling interval, compared to the original grid spacing of u, and tabulate the results. During the iterations of the minimization algorithm, interpolation along this axis may then be replaced with nearest-neighbor table-lookup. Figure 4 illustrates this for when the x-axis (but not the y-axis) is finely sampled. As shown in the figure, the number of grid values in each local interpolation rectangle reduces as compared to Figure 3 when no pre-inteprolation is done. The reduction factor is the support width of the interpolator for the finely sampled direction. † Accordingly, the overall time to compute W fg (α)u reduces by the same factor.
Incorporating State Variable Hold-Over
A further advantage to the table-lookup scheme becomes apparent when one considers incorporating state variable holdover (see Section 3.1). Suppose, as in Figure 4 , that α X , but not α Y , was being updated as in Algorithm 3.1. If state variable hold-over is used, the weights for the y-direction interpolation (which is the only direction in which interpolation occurs) are held in memory throughout the consecutive updates of α X . Thus, updating W fg (α)u simply involves multiplying the values in the new interpolation rectangle by these already available weights and summing. No new weight calculations are required. 
Generating the Table
The table-assisted interpolations in Figure 4 approximate each [W fg (α)u] j as follows (cf. Equation (1.5)),
is d X j rounded to the nearest in a set of finely spaced x-values {x ms } where
The parameter S ∈ N is a pre-selected value that controls the fineness of the sampling. This indexing scheme is illustrated in Figure 5 .
The 
T n3 (m) Figure 5 . By taking integer-spaced sets of samples, the lookup table can be rapidly constructed via FFTs.
value. Defining κ f,s (m) = f (m + s/S) and incorporating (3.2) into (3.3),
where ⊗ p denotes 1D discrete convolution with respect to p. The discrete convolution in (3.4) can be done rapidly via FFTs. Moreover, the FFT of each κ f,s depends only on f and can be archived in permanent storage.
The choice of S reflects a compromise between memory consumption and accuracy. Obviously, for larger S, the spacing of the {x ms } is smaller and the approximation accuracy of (3.1) increases. However, the storage requirements of the implementation is also magnified by S. The total number of stored grid parameters u mn effectivley increases to SM N and the number of data in the FFT of the κ f,s is O(SM ). Since f and g are typically gradually varying functions, however, a moderate S value (≤ 10) is likely to be sufficient.
COMPUTATIONAL TESTS
We applied the acceleration techniques of Section 3 to the registration of the 128 × 128 torso image shown in Figure 6(a) with the image shown in Figure 6 (b). The absolute difference between these images appears in Figure 6(d) . The array of pixel values in Figure 6 (a) played the role of the reference image data, u. By applying a certain warping W hh (α true )u to u, we generated the target image data vector v ∈ R To minimize Φ LS , we employed the following special case of Algorithm 3.1:
In (4.1), the transformation {·} + is some operation that makes H positive definite. When {·} + is simply the identity mapping, {H} + = H, these update equations reduce to Newton steps in α X and α Y respectively. However, Φ LS is non-convex, so {·} + would normally be something non-trivial.
In the present experiment, {H} + was the transformation that alters the eigendecomposition of H by replacing each eigenvalue, λ k , with max{|λ k |, 0.1}. + is significantly more time-consuming than for the {·} + transformation used in the Levenberg-Marquardt method. However, another advantage to the block alternation technique is that the dimensions of H are smaller than the full Hessian ∇ 2 Φ LS (α), making the transformation more manageable.
We implemented Algorithm 4.1 using all combinations of the acceleration techniques in Section 3. Each implementation was then tested on the reference and target image data. In all cases, the iteration/sub-iteration loop sizes were L = 5 and L X = L Y = 10. Also, the components of the initial α were set, in each test, to -5 pixel lengths. The implementations employing the table-lookup technique did so with S = 10. Two sets of tables were maintained. One set was derived from pre-interpolation (with h and all relevant derivates) in the x-direction. The second set was similarly derived by pre-interpolating in the y-direction. ¶ In Figures 7 and 8 , the progress of each algorithm implementation is plotted versus CPU time. Figure 7 only accounts for the time spent on gradient and Hessian evaluations, which is where all of the interpolation operations occur. Figure 8 plots descent against the total CPU time expended up to that point in the program execution. The latter took into account overhead for generating the lookup tables before the start of the iterations and computing {H} −1 + . The trials marked 'Plain' refer to the case where none of the acceleration techniques were used, i.e., interpolations were done entirely-on-the fly. The memory consumption, measured in millions of stored numbers, was also determined for each implementation (see Table 1 ). For 3D registration, one would require this amount of memory for each image slice. ‡ The threshold value of 0.1 was empirically chosen. More generally, one desires a constant threshold that is small compared to the Hessian eigenvalues in the neighbourhood of the solution.
§ The application of Levenberg-Marquardt, without coordinate block alternation, was considered for the least squares registration problem. 
CONCLUSIONS
From Figures 7 and 8 , we see that the table-lookup strategy decreases the computation time, as predicted, by a factor of 4, the width of the B-spline interpolators. When table-lookup is used, adding the technique of state variable hold-over leads to additional acceleration by about a factor of 2. For the implementations that used table lookup, a delayed start of less than 2 seconds is seen in Figure 8 . This delay is due to the time spent generating tables, but constitutes a small fraction of the overall iteration time. 
Method
Consumed RAM (millions of numbers/slice) We can expect still faster computation per iteration when using the Levenberg-Marquardt method to perform the updates in (4.1). This is because Levenberg-Marquardt updates rely only on Gaussian elimination, and will be rapid since the transformation {·} + employed by Levenberg-Marquardt preserves the banded structure of the partial Hessian H (cf. Section 2.1). However, the descent may be slower with Levenberg-Marquardt than with the {·} + that we have used here.
The acceleration comes at the expense of extra memory consumption. With 128 × 128 slices and S = 10, Table 1 shows that the memory requirement by no means strains the resources of modern processors. For larger data sets u, it may be necessary to use smaller S. A variety of other memory-conserving compromises are also possible. For example, the tabulated data could be approximated as 2 byte short integers, as opposed to floating point. Or, instead of maintaining a separate table of finely spaced 1D grid data (as in Figure 4 ) for each Cartesian direction, one could do so for only one direction. In our future work, we plan to test the impact of these various compromises. Conversely, however, if memory resources are abundant and u is not too large, one could contemplate even more liberal use of memory than was done here. One might even generate a table that finely samples u in all dimensions at once (unlike in Figure 4) . In that case, all interpolation operations would be eliminated, approximated instead by nearest-neighbor table-lookup.
